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Cruise #92-593 -- The Marine Geology (MNS384F) field program climaxed with a RIV WNGHORN cruise 
to Baffin Bay from Friday afternoon to Sunday afternoon (7-9 August). Students who had learned many 
field skills on previous trips got to hone them finely in the hypersaline (that's hypersaline in the geologic 
sense, with the present representing only a brackish perturbation within the BIG PICTURE). For some 
students this was a return to the scene of geochemiCal tower coring ( 1991 version). This provided a striking 

-example of diverse and contrasting applications of the same principle (piston coring). Diversity or" results 
was well displayed, along with some advantages of working in shallow water, when we bent the core barrel 
and broke the 1/4-inch wire rope to it on the first coring station but later retrieved the corer (and core), 
rerigged, and proceeded to get five more excellent cores. Indeed, coring became our most honed skill. 
Subsequently, we hope to use many of the cores to study the history of Baffin Bay and what it may tell us 
about the pre-greenhouse paleoclimatic spectrum of rainfall and salinity in South Texas. Also amongst our 
activities were learning where (some) rocks come from, how to discover (dig) without the tools of high 
technology, some more relationships between sand and waves, the aerobic benefits of grass flats, and the 
wisdom of "early to bed and early to rise... --Bill Behrens 

New Jet/Air Boat -- An additional small boat has joined the fleet. The new boat is another 19' Southern 
Skimmer; the same as our existing, and heavily used, Jet Boat. The new boat also has a jet outboard 
motor; but the new motor is an Evinrude 90 Jet Outboard (another Evinrude 90 is on order to replace the 
<>ld Mariner on the Jet Boat). However, unlike the old Jet Boat, the new Jet/Air Boat also has a 13 
norsepower Honda Air Pusher motor with a 36" prop. The new rig should be the ultimate in capability for 
getting researchers into the really shallow waters, safely, and without tearing anything up (and especially 



without chopping trenches through the seagrass beds as many are now doing with their "shallow" tunnel stern propeller rigs). MSI personnel are now installing a workdeck and rigging. The Jet/Air Boat should be operational in another two or three weeks. Special instruction is planned for prospective operators on the techniques of Jet/ Air operations. 

RIV KATY -- August 1-14 -- One class trip and one collecting trip for Dr. Eric Lacy. Captain John Turan)~ with assistance this cruise from Bill Beasley, collected four stingray Dasyatis sabina, for Dr. Lacy of the Medical University of South Carolina, Department of Cell Biology and Anatomy. The stingrays are shipped live to Dr. Lacy in South Carolina. Trips and shipments will continue until Dr. Lacy receives at least twelve live in South Carolina; an additional twenty-four will be needed by Dr. Lacy later. (We have been notified that the first shipment of stingrays arrived live and in good condition.) 

Smallboat Trips --August 1-14-- KLEBERG: 3 days, Scott Holt; 3 days, Bill Behrens (Baffin Bay with the RIV LONGHORN cruise); BIG WHALER: 4 days, Ken Dunton. 

RIV LONGHORN LONG TERM SCHEDULE -- 1992 -
October 22 -- 31, 10 days, Wiseman & Boicourt, NOAA, NECOP 
-- 1993 --
March 23 & 24: NSF/UNOLS Ship Inspection 
April 1-- 7: Suttle, Gulf of Mexico, NSF Proposal, Decay Rate of Marine Viruses, Biological Oceanography, 

CTD and rosette. 
May 10 -- 17: Swift, Old Dominion, NSF Proposal 

· June 14 -- 20: Summer Class Reservation (dates approximate) 
July 1 -- 7: Suttle, Marine Viruses 
July 10 -- 30: NOAA/NECOP 
August 9 -- 16: Summer Class Reservation (dates approximate) 
October 1-- 7: Suttle, Marine Viruses 
-- 1994 --
April 1 -- 7: Suttle, Marine Viruses 
July 1 -- 7: Suttle, Marine Viruses 
October 1 -- 7: Suttle Marine Viruses 

RIV LONGHORN -- Equipment --Proposals are due to NSF September 1 for Oceanographic Instrumentation and Shipboard Scientific Support Equipment. Those who have suggestions for items they would like to see included on these proposals should contact John Thompson or Terry Whitledge immediately. 

Scott and Joan Holt: ''Busman's Holiday" in Belize -- . The first week of July, Joan and I took a "busman's holiday" to the coral reefs of Belize. We had an academic interest in the coral reefs since Joan has been working on techniques for spawning and rearing tropical Caribbean reef fish in the lab for several years and we, along with Lee Fuiman, were in the middle of writing a proposal to study reef fish recruitment on the Flower Gardens. I would be negligent (not to mention lying) not to say that it was also just great fun to spend 6 days diving on our own coral reefl Our destination was the Lighthouse Reef Lodge, a dive "resort" located on North Cay in the Lighthouse reef atoll. This was actually our second trip. In 1982 we went with a tropical ecology class from UT Arlington as their marine "experts". Then there was no lodge and we camped on the beach for 5 days without enough freshwater for a shower, Whew! This trip was a ~it more plush. 
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The second largest barrier reef in the world extends along the entire coastline of Belize about 30 miles 
offshore. Outside the barrier reef there are three major atolls. The largest is the Turneffe Islands, an 
extensive area of mangrove islands in a labyrinth of lakes and waterways, seagrass meadows and sand 
flats, bonefish and permit (a pompano-like fish). The farthest offshore, almost 100 miles, is Lighthouse reef. 
-rhis atoll is about 10 miles long and two miles wide. In contrast to the TUrneffes, the lagoonal interior of 
Lighthouse reef is basically one huge field of patch reefs and seagrass meadows. In the middle of the 
lagoon is the 400' deep Blue Hole of Cousteau fame. There are only four small islands in the atoll; two in 
the extreme south and two in the north. The southern islands and about ~ of the reef area is a marine 
preserve with no fishing or collecting allowed. The northern islands, where the lodge is located, are private. 
The lodge consists of an open air dining area and 12 private cabins; it's the only thing on the island. The 
lodge is served by a small airstrip which eliminates the alternative: a t? hour, bumpy boat ride! There is 
virtually nothing to do there except dive or fish but everyone there (12 of us, including Joan's sister 
MaryBeth and her husband Greg) was committed to a week of diving. Everyone arrives together on 
Saturday and leaves together on the following Saturday so a family atmosphere develops after a few days. 
The typical schedule is for everyone to go together on the 40' dive boat for two dives in the morning and 
one in the afternoon. On two days a night dive was substituted for the afternoon dive. That, along with 
three great meais and a couple of rum punch drinks in the evening just about fills up a day! 

Lighthouse Reef has a typical atoll structure with a central lagoon and a nearly emergent reef crest 
around the perimeter. Seaward of the reef crest the fore reef slopes away steadily to a depth of 20 - 30 feet 
and is characterized by well developed spur and groove formations (sandy troughs alternating with coral 
ridges which cut across the fore reef). At the outer edge of the fore reef there is a near vertical . fore reef 
slope or "wall" which drops off into the deep ocean. On a typical dive, the boat anchors over the fore reef 
near the wall. After descending to the bottom with your buddy and a quick swim over to the wall, you drop 
off the side into a blue abyss. After spending 10 - 15 minutes at 60 - 80' you begin working your way up 
the wall and end the dive along the top edge of the wall at 30' or so. By diving with computers rather than 
following traditional dive tables, one can consistently make three 60 minute sport dives a day without even 
coming close to needing decompression stops. 

Lighthouse Reef is relatively inaccessible to divers based out of the numerous barrier reef resorts. We 
saw only two other dive boats during our week there~ Even this light diving pressure is closely regulated. 
Our dive masters would not allow us to wear gloves, ·effectively preventing us from touching almost 
anything on the reef. They also urge you to work on buoyancy control so that after a couple of days they 
expect you not to touch any part of the reef. The result is that Lighthouse reef is one of the most pristine 
reefs in the Caribbean. One of the first indicators is the impressive variety and abundance of gorgonians 
with names like sea fans, sea feathers, and candelabrum. At the top of the fore reef slope the gorgonians 
form lush forest up to 2 meters high. One of my favorite scenes was to watch harems of the bluehead 
wrasse feed among the gorgonians. The 10 - 15 bright yellow males and females, dutifully attended by the 
blue-headed supermale, would flit from gorgonian to gorgonian, lighting up each one like so many 
Christmas tree ornaments. Another sign of the "low impact" diving there is the abundant sponge 
formations. · Although the occurrence of barrel sponges large enough to get into are impressive, it is the 
abundance of long, delicate tube sponges in their bright yellow and purple hues that betokens the lack of 
disturbance. 

An abundance of large fishes is attributable to the minimal fishing pressure. The sight of a 20 lb. 
Nassau grouper floating motionless over the reefwith its gills flared while a swarm of little gobies, hogfish, 
and other wrasses perform their duties at a cleaning station was magnificent. The real attractions, of 
course, are the myriad colorful reef fishes like parrotfish, damsels, angel.fishes, hamlets, surgeonfishes, etc. 
In the tradition of our usual bird watching vacations, we took to fish watching. In our week on the reef we 
identified almost 100 species of fish although this amounts to less than ~ of the species that were there. 
Speaking of birds, we saw only a few on the island but we were regularly visited by Arnold, a mangrove 
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warbler, who came to the dining room each morning to dine on the Guava jelly set out on each table and 
to snatch up a few bugs (hopefully in that order) from the kitchen. 

Our interest in the early life history of fishes led us to search for the smaller individuals of each 
species, looking for those individuals which had recently left their planktonic existence as larvae to tak~ 
up the demersal or bottom oriented existence as juveniles. We found few of these individuals in the for~ 
reef or reef slope environment. This was partially because the cryptic nature of the reef would make them 
hard to find but also because the high predation pressure ~d competition for space make this environment 
a poor place for settlement. Almost all of our dives were in this environment because as the dive masters 
said, most divers don't think they have been diving unless they had at least 50' of water over their heads 
and 500' below them! We went off on our own one afternoon to explore the patch reef I seagrass habitats 
of the lagoon and found what we were looking for. Although the deeper (up to 10') parts of this 
environment had impressive schools of adult grunts and snappers, the shallow, more protected areas held 
numerous juveniles of species which were common as adults on the fore reef. The isolated coral heads at 
the edge of seagrass meadows were surrounded by little surgeonfishes, multi-colored damsels, the black and 
yellow juveniles of French and gray angles, and squirrelfishes less than an inch long hiding under 3 inch 
high ledges. Any hard structure in the area could serve as refuge for these fishes; we found live conchs in 
the seagrass .meadows surrounded by a cloud of little fishes following this mobile reef through the grasses. 
As you can tell we are quite enamored with the place, even more than after our previous trip because we 
have more diving experience and are very comfortable with it. We are ready to go back and possibly our 
research interest will lead us there. Contact either Joan or me if you would like information about the 
area. (P. S. -- a slide show is in the works.) --Scott Holt 

August 1-14 Travel 

+Ronald Ben~r, August 9-14, Boston, Massachusetts, invited speaker at Gordon Conference, Chemical 
Characterization of Dissolved Organic Matter in Aquatic Systems. 

+Paul Montagna, August 9-14, College Park, Maryland, to chair session on Applied Ecology at the eighth 
International Meiofaunal Conference, and present papers Effective Freshwater Infiow on Meiofaurn 
in Texas and Review of Meiofaunal Feeding Studies. 

+Ken Dunton, August 14-22, Brest, France, to attend International Seaweed Symposium and present paper 
Photosynthesis and Dark Fixation in Laminaria solidungula under wi~ter ice in the light Arctic. 

+Ken Dunton, August 23-26, Hamburg, Germany, to visit the Federal Laboratory of Biologische Anstalt 
Helgoland. 

+ William Henley, August 14-22, Brest, France, to attend International Seaweed Symposium and present 
paper Growth and Physiology of Arctic Laminaria solidungula related to presence or absence of light 
and nitrogen. 

+James Cameron, August 8-12, Cambridge, England, invited symposium speaker at a joint meeting of the 
Society for Experimental Biology (Europe), the American Physiological Society, the American Society 
of Zoologists, and the Canadian Society of Zoologists, Crustacean Gills and Antennal Glands. 

+ Connie Arnold, August 5-9, Belize, to consult with officials and government agents in Belize about 
growing fish and shrimp. 

+Susan Saupe, August 4-11, Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, to work with Ken Dunton on a NSF funded study of 
an arctic kelp bed. 

+Peter Thomas, August 2-8, Los Angeles, California, meeting with officials of NOAA to discuss a research 
project. 

+ Susan Schonberg, August 1-7, Deadhorse, Alaska, to assist in Beaufort Sea field project on 
photosynthesis of arctic kelp and scuba diving support. 

+Ned Smith, August 1-11, Galveston, Texas, to participate in LATEX cruise as nutrient analyst aboard 
the RIV GYRE with TAMU. 
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·-New Chevy FINALLY arrives!! -- After a very long wait, the new Chevrolet Pickup Truck finally arrived. 
faybe it was worth the wait, maybe! We were counting on having the new vehicle to help with summer 

classes and field work. The order was initiated in October; a purchase order was issued in December; and 
delivery was promised for no later than April. It finally arrived last week--only three months late. The 
new vehicle is a beauty. It is 3/4 ton, 4-wheel drive, crewcab, air conditioned, and automatic transmission. 
Early this week it was in Corpus Christi for installation of a bed liner, rust treatment, and heavy duty 
hitch. The new vehicle will replace either the Chevy Research Pickup (1985 model)· or the Old Boat Pickup 
(1981 model--now used for research). A decision is pending on which of the old pickups is most deserving 
of retirement--and they both, unfortunately, deserve to be retired. 

Roof, Roof, & more Roof-- Work on the Wilson roofing project is well underway. If it doesn't rain, and 
work continues at the present pace, the project may be complete by the time you read this. The work 
provides for removal of all the old shingle roofs, installation of new plywood decking, and an application 
of new underlayment and composition shingles on the main Wilson House (Apartments A,B,C) and the five 
Wilson Cottages. A change order is providing for new hurricane tie downs for the porch structures. For 
another roofing project, reroofing of the Administration Building, the prebid conference is scheduled at MSI 
on Friday, August 14. Bids .will be opened August 27. A third roofing project, the Beach Street 
Apartments, will also have bids opened August 13. 

USFWSINFCRC Building -- A prebid conference was held Thursday, August 13, for the Effiuent 
Treatment Laboratory Building to be constructed by the United States Department of the Interior, Fish and 
Wildlife Service at their National Fisheries Contaminant Research Center Field Research Station which is 
located on land leased from The University of Texas on the MSI Port Aransas campus (see Volume 1, Issue 
3 of LazGaz ). 

Vision Care Plan is now available to all employees and retired employees who are eligible for group 
insurance. It is an optional, voluntary plan; you must apply and agree to pay the premiums. 

Deadline is August 15 for adding dependents to medical insurance, term life, and long term disability. 

University Federal Credit Union -- Mr. William D. Busch, Senior Manager of the University Federal 
Credit Union will be here on Friday, August 21, 1992, to present two brief sessions on the many services 
offered by the Credit Union. The first session will be at 9:00 a.m. and the second at 11:00; both sessions 
will be in seminar room M115. Employees who wish to attend should make appropriate arrangements with 
their supervisor; the office does not need to know in advance which session you plan to attend. 

Ocean Emporium -- calendars and museum cards -- Beautiful museum cards are now for sale by the 
box in the Ocean Emporium. These are high quality cards, available in three series. Seashells features four 
exquisite color reproductions (5 cards each) from Exotic Conchology, Vol. 1, William Swainson; London, 1821 
(the rare book collection of the Library of the American Museum of Natural History). A second series on 
Seashells, highlights handsome photographs of four different seashells. Audubon Water Birds features four 
color reproductions from the National Gallery of Art. Two calendars are offered for 1993. One depicts, 
)olphins, and is sponsored by the Save the Dolphins Project of the Earth Island Institute. The other is 
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simply entitled Sea Life. This calendar is sponsored by the California Academy of Sciences with photographs by Foster and Eric Bam. The text is by John E. McCosker, Director of the Steinhart Aquarium. 

Naval Reserve/ONR to meet at MSI -- A special ONR (Office of Naval Research) unit of the Naval Reserve, headquartered in Houston, will hold their meeting August 15 and 16 at MSI. Talks will be give1; in the Visitor Center Auditorium by Ed Buskey, Curtis Suttle, Terry Whitledge, and Dean Stockwell. Captain Ralph Baker will give an overview of the unit and Gulf Offshore Satellite Applications Project (GOSAP). Commander Bob Allen will give a talk on Lunar Bases. The meeting starts at 0900 Saturday. 
Poster Sessions -- MES will provide additional titles and/or art work and find a good place to put up your poster session materials after they have been presented. Recently a poster session by Curtis Suttle was added in the main hallway and work is underway for another by Charles Laidley. If you have something, please do not hesitate to contact MES. 

Long ago but not far away -- The new Jet/Air Boat is not the first air boat for MSI. MSI had an air boat back in the early 60's--designed by Robert L. Harrelson, who later was more successful in designing the RIV LONGHORN. The old air boat was a completely decked over squarish plyWood/fiberglass "box" constructed by a local skiff builder. The motor was a surplus unit from WWII which had originally seen service as an air cooled power plant for a generator. Overweight and underpowered, this boat would mush across deep water and only plane in very shallow water--and then it went like blazes. The technician who had only recently completed a stint as assistant to Bob Jones (now MSI Director Robert S. Jones) on his helicopter drop net project made just one trip. · He did not make a second trip--his resignation said something about having finally survived a year of dropping nets with a helicopter he wasn't about to risk his neck alternately mushing along half underwater or else flying like (censored) over inches of water in a plywood box. Steering was a little slow; resulting in the flying plywood box being impaled by a post ir Redfish Bay. Shortly after that the replacement technician (who forgot that the propeller--when straight up and down--was too high for the garage) wiped out the wooden propeller. The air boat became an item on a long forgotten bid sale. Let's hope the new Jet/Air boat fares better. (This is not really relative to MSI--but to complete the story in regard to the technician who wiped out the prop: he later became a law enforcement officer and was watching TV and practicing squeezing the trigger on his empty revolver and shot his TV.) 
--John Thompson 

ABLE, K.W., C.B. GRIMES, R.S. JONES and D.C. TWICHELL. (in press). Temporal and Spatial Variation in Habitat Characteristics of Tilefish (Lopholatilus chamaeleonticeps) off the East Coast of Florida. Bulletin of Marine Science. 

PAKULSKI, J.D., and R. BENNER. (in press). An improved method for the hydrolysis and MBTH analysis of dissolved and particulate carbohydrates in seawater. Marine Chemistry 
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Weather -- July 27-August 9 

Tides -- August 17-30 Predictions are for tidal heights at the Tide Tower on the South Jetty of the Aransas Pass. Heights are 
given in feet above or below Mean Sea Level (MSL). The shaded area is nighttime. Remember, this is tidal height, not tidal cuffent. 
Slack water is when the wiggly line crosses the MSL line, not at the peaks and valleys, where the tidal current will be a full flood or ebb. 
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Fiscal year-end deadlines/ August 31 is the last day of FY92, and there are some Purchasing deadlines 
upon us (IN AUSTIN, either hard copy OR electronic). Faye and Erin have undoubtedly kept you advised, -
but ... 

If you are spending LOCAL funds ("they" are calling these "INSTITUTIONAL" funds now, but I don't 

think it will catch on)--that's 26's, 19's, 30's, 14-ARP/ATP's--the only deadline is August 17 for Any $ 

Amount from the State Contract books. As usual, the date your account expires is the date by which the 

goods must be received here. 

If you are spending STATE money (20's, 14's except ARP/ATP): $2500-$5000--July 31--long gone, you 

missed it! $1000-$2499--August 17; Any $ Amount State Contract books--August 17; $0-$999--August 

31 (fortunately, this level of expenditure is normal operating mode for most of you). 

Gas cylinders--Venus wants you to know that the clipboard system is working very well, so you get a 

"Thanks for your cooperation & keep up the good work". 

C<!mings 'n goings--We said goodbye to our part-timer Bonnie Hoffmann at the end of June. Bonnie 

should have new-baby news soon. Vicki struggled alone for a month 'til we persuaded Cathy Roberts to take 

the part-timer slot. So say hello to Cathy--we're very glad she's here. 
--Lynn Amos 

The regular noon cafeteria menu has ended with the end of the second summer session. Toni Martinez wiP 

be taking a well earned vacation August 17 through 21. The cafeteria will be open again for business OL. 

August 24. At that time Toni will again be cooking short orders. The short order menu will appear in the 

next issue of LazGaz. 

Readers may have noticed that I sneaked in another section under the title of Egabrag Woes. Thanks to Curtis Suttle and 

Amy Chan for use of this name from their earlier newsletter. Egabrag Woes will have some "old timer" stories or anything 

else which doesn't seem to fit a standard section. When you see the title Egabrag Woes - you may wish to skip to the next 

section without delay. Anyone who has spent at least twenty years as .a Cub Scout Leader will be able to decipher the 

secret code and uncover the esoteric meaning of Egabrag Woes. Thanks to Scott Holt for the great story on his Belize 

adventures, and again thanks to Linda Yates for another super job on the masthead-and not many will have a problem 

figuring out the identity of the busy lady sailing the LazGaz and peering over her glasses. Thanks also to Bill Behrens, 

JoAnn Page, Lynn Amos, Toni Martinez, Kathy Quade, and Patty Baker. 
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IB1111111lt•llflll411tlltf&"llfll81ti\ll• .. ,...... 
*all hamburger, sandwich, basket & lunch orders INCLUDE your choice (any or all--self 

service) of green salad, french fries, rice (cost for side bar without other order--$2.00) 

*HAMBURGERS & SANDWICHES 
Hamburger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 2.50 
Cheeseburger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 2.60 
Ham and cheese sandwich ...................... .. ..... 2.60 
Grilled cheese sandwich ............................... 2.25 
Grilled chicken breast sandwich ........................ 2.75 

*BASKETS & LUNCHES 
Shrimp basket ...................................... 4.00 
Chicken strip basket ................................. 3.00 
Fried chicken ....................................... 4.00 
Chicken fried steak, gravy ............................. 3.50 
Liver and onions with fries ......... . ...... . ........ .. .. 3.50 

MEXICAN FOOD 
Mexican dinner ..................................... 4.00 
Tacos (com tortillas, soft or crisp) .................. each--1.00 
Tacos (wheat-flour tortillas) .......... .. ........... each--1.00 
Chalupas .................................... . each--1.00 
Enchiladas .......... . ... . .......................... 3.00 

SALADS 
Chef salad ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50 
Greek salad ........................................ 2.50 
Southern salad ................................. ..... 3.00 

DRINKS ...... ...... ...... . ......... ... ............. . .. . 0.40 

Please phone Toni Martinez by 11:30 a.m. to place your order. You may also order at the 
cafeteria but it will take longer. Orders will not be accepted or served in the cafeteria before 
12 noon. Those who place their orders in the normal procedure before 11 :30 will be served 
first! "Half size" orders are not available. 
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